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Abstract
We study supersymmetry breaking in metastable vacua on the Coulomb
branch of perturbed N = 2 gauge theories, with gauge group SU(2) and
different matter content (Nf = 0, 2, 4). The theory is deformed with a super-
potential which is a cubic polynomial in u = TrΦ2, where Φ is the adjoint
superfield. The allowed region of the perturbation parameters in this N = 1
theory is plotted as a function of the moduli space coordinate. In the asymp-
totically free cases a significant fine-tuning in the perturbation parameters is
needed to achieve metastable vacua in the weakly coupled region of the mod-
uli space; a lower degree of fine-tuning is required in the strongly coupled
regime. In the conformal case (Nf = 4 fundamentals) we find that also an
explicit mass for the hypermultiplets must be introduced in order to generate
metastable vacua. In the case of Nf = 2 fundamentals it is possible to achieve
a metastable vacuum also in the neighborhood of the Argyres-Douglas fixed
point (even if a large degree of fine-tuning is needed in this limit). Direct gauge
mediation is discussed; gaugino masses of the same order of the SUSY-breaking
can be obtained.
1 Introduction
Long-lived metastable vacua which break supersymmetry are generic in N = 1 theo-
ries with massive fundamental matter, as was shown by ISS [1] (see [2, 3] for reviews
of the topic). Usually the strong coupling of the models inhibits reliable calculations
in models of dynamical symmetry breaking. In the ISS setting this is avoided using
the Seiberg dual description [4], which is weakly coupled even in some cases where the
original theory is strongly coupled. This is true in particular for N = 1 SQCD with
Nc < Nf < 3/2Nc; in this regime the dual description is that of a an SU(Nf − Nc)
gauge group with Nf fundamentals and some scalars. This theory is infrared free and
computations are reliable, they lead to parametrically long lived meta stable states.
The study of metastability inside the conformal window (3/2Nc < Nf < 3Nc) is
more involved, also because the dual theory is not weakly coupled 1.
Another setting in which dynamical supersymmetry breaking in a long-lived
metastable vacua is calculable is in N = 2 theories, perturbed by a small super-
potential. From the Seiberg-Witten curves [7, 8], the low energy effective theory on
the Coulomb branch is exactly known, including the Ka¨hler potential. Using this
theoretical tool, in [9, 10, 11, 12] the issue of metastability was studied in N = 2
theories perturbed by a superpotential 2. These vacua have been also realized in
string/M-theory constructions in [14].
Consider the case of the N = 2 theory with gauge group SU(2), with arbitrary
matter content consistent with asymptotic freedom; the Coulomb branch of the mod-
uli space can be parameterized in this case by the coordinate u = TrΦ2. The moduli
space can be lifted by perturbing the theory with a small superpotential which is a
function of u:
W = µ (u+ αu2 + βu3) . (1)
The term linear in u is a mass term for the adjoint superfield; the terms proportional
to u2 and u3 correspond instead to (dangerously) irrelevant operators. In [9] it was
shown that for almost every point of the moduli space u0, it is possible to choose
the coefficients (α, β) in (1) in such a way that a metastable vacuum is generated at
u = u0.
The direct computation of the superpotential which is needed to make each point
of the moduli space metastable involves some rather cumbersome expressions for the
N = 2 prepotential (this is true especially in the cases with matter hypermultiplets).
In [9] the allowed range of the deformation parameters allowing a metastable vacuum
1 Recently examples of metastable vacua in the conformal window of N = 1 SQCD (where some
of the flavors are coupled to a gauge singlet) have been discussed in [5] and [6].
2 Metastable vacua in N = 2 theories perturbed by a Fayet-Iliopoulos term were studied in [13].
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at the origin of the moduli space was explicitly computed in the pure Super-Yang-
Mills case, for a generic number of colors. Explicit expressions for the case of a
generic point in the moduli space in N = 2 Super-Yang-Mills with gauge group
SU(2) were found in [12]. In this paper we compute numerically the allowed region
for the deformation parameters (α, β) in some cases that were not discussed before.
In particular we focus on nearly scale invariant theories. Theories which are
scale invariant do not have metastable states. This is true whether the symmetry is
spontaneously broken or not. Using scale invariance, any candidate for a metastable
state can be scaled to zero energy. In other words, no scale is available to produce the
local stability around the metastable state. Scale invariant and conformal theories
have many interesting properties not the least of them is the control on the value of
vacuum energy [15].
The examples that we discuss for nearly scale invariant theories are the N = 2
SU(2) theory with Nf = 4 fundamental hypermultiplets and the N = 4 theory.
When the hypermultiplets are massless, it is not possible to generate a metastable
vacuum at any point of the moduli space with the perturbation (1). The situation
changes once one introduces a mass m for some of the hypermultiplets; then the
result in [9] applies and it is possible to generate metastable vacua.
Another case that we study is the one with Nf = 2 fundamental massive hy-
permultiplets. For a critical value of the hypermultiplet mass, an Argyres-Douglas
[16] conformal vacuum appears in the moduli space. It turns out that generating a
metastable vacuum in the neighborhood of the conformal point is especially difficult,
(α, β) must be rather fine-tuned. In this specific example we find that the allowed
parameter range vanish as (u0 − uAD)3, which is much stronger than nearby other
supersymmetric vacua, where we find it vanishes in vanishes as (u0 − ususy).
The examples that we consider in this paper contain flavor symmetries that can
be gauged and coupled to external supersymmetric sectors, in order to realize direct
gauge mediation (see for example [17, 3] for reviews). The gaugino masses obtained
are of the same order of the SUSY-breaking. In particular, if we consider theories
with zero mass term for the hypermultiplets, ordinary gauge mediation is realized.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the theoretical setting
and the general strategy to compute the range of parameters of (α, β) in order to gen-
erate a metastable vacuum. This gives a sense of the genericity of forming metastable
states. In section 3 we discuss the N = 2 Super-Yang-Mills theory (Nf = 0). In sec-
tion 4 the conformal cases (the theory with Nf = 4 fundamentals and N = 4 SYM)
are studied. Section 5 is about the theory with Nf = 2 fundamentals which has con-
formal points. In all cases we search and find parametrically long lived metastable
states. In section 6 we comment about direct gauge mediation. Section 7 contains
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the conclusions. The appendix concerns the weakly coupled limit, where a compact
analytical expression for the range of parameters of (α, β) can be found.
2 Theoretical setting
Consider an N = 2 theory with gauge group SU(2) and arbitrary matter content
consistent with asymptotic freedom or conformal invariance. The moduli space can
be parameterized by the VEV
u = TrΦ2 , (2)
which spontaneously breaks the SU(2) gauge symmetry to U(1). The low-energy
dynamics is described by the Seiberg-Witten curve [7, 8], which enables to compute
the Ka¨hler potential of the low energy effective U(1) theory. The result is expressed in
term of the functions a(u), aD(u); τe is defined as τe =
daD
da
. The following convention
is used for the effective U(1) coupling ge and θ angle:
τe =
θ
π
+
8π i
g2e
. (3)
The Ka¨hler metric on the moduli space is given in term of the holomorphic functions
a(u), aD(u):
ds2 = (Imτe) da da¯ = g du du¯ , g = (Im τe)a
′ a¯′ = Im (a′D a¯
′) , (4)
where a′ = da/du and a¯′ = da¯/du¯. Spontaneous supersymmetry breaking in metastable
vacua is generated by deforming the theory with a superpotential W(u). The poten-
tial on the moduli space is then
V =
|W ′(u)|2
g
. (5)
In [9] it is shown that by an appropriate choice for the superpotential it is indeed
possible to generate a metastable vacuum in almost every point of the moduli space;
the proof relies on the fact that any sectional curvature of the Riemann curvature
tensor R of the moduli space metric is strictly positive definite in almost every point
of the moduli space. This means that (with the exception of a finite number of points
in the moduli space) for any two vectors w1, w2 on the tangent space,
〈w1, R(w2, w2)w1〉 > 0 ,
for every w1, w2 6= 0.
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The task of finding metastable vacua is equivalent to finding a local maximum of
1
V
= Im (τe)
∣∣∣∣ a′W ′
∣∣∣∣
2
. (6)
The function 1/V is the product of two factors which both don’t have local maxima
(Im (τe) because it is an harmonic function; |a′/W ′|2 because it is the squared mod-
ulus of an holomorphic function). So the local maximum, when it exists, comes from
a non trivial interplay between these two different positive factors.
In order to find metastable vacua one needs to perturb the N = 2 theory with u,
u2 and u3 operators in the superpotential. We do not know of any example of N = 2
theory where metastable vacua are achieved by just adding the u operator; neither
we know about a proof that this can not be achieved.
2.1 How to generate a metastable vacuum on the moduli
space
Consider a point on the moduli space u0; then the following parameterization for the
superpotential is introduced:
W = µ˜W = µ˜ ((u− u0) + κ(u− u0)2 + λ(u− u0)3) . (7)
An explicit expression for the allowed range of κ and λ in order to generate a
metastable vacuum in u0 was found in [12]. In this section this calculation is re-
viewed and some useful notation is introduced. The potential itself is:
V = |µ˜|2 g−1(u, u¯)W ′(u) W¯ ′(u¯) , g = (Imτe(u)) a′(u) a¯′(u¯) , (8)
The first derivative of the potential is computed for u = u0:
1
|µ˜|2
∂V
∂u
=
∂g−1
∂u
W ′(u) W¯ ′(u¯) + g−1W ′′(u) W¯ ′(u¯) =
∂g−1
∂u
+ 2κ g−1 . (9)
The condition for generating an extremal point at u = u0 is
κ = −1
2
g
∂g−1
∂u
. (10)
In order to check if this extremal point is a minimum, one needs to calculate the
second derivatives of V :
1
|µ˜|2
∂2V
∂u2
=
∂2g−1
∂u2
W ′ W¯ ′ + 2
∂g−1
∂u
W ′′ W¯ ′ + g−1W ′′′ W¯ ′ , (11)
4
1|µ˜|2
∂2V
∂u∂u¯
=
∂2g−1
∂u∂u¯
W ′ W¯ ′ +
∂g−1
∂u
W ′ W¯ ′′ +
∂g−1
∂u¯
W ′′ W¯ ′ + g−1W ′′ W¯ ′′ .
For u = u0 this reduces to
1
|µ˜|2
∂2V
∂u2
=
∂2g−1
∂u2
− 2g
(
∂g−1
∂u
)2
+ 6λ g−1 ,
1
|µ˜|2
∂2V
∂u∂u¯
=
∂2g−1
∂u∂u¯
− g
∣∣∣∣∂g−1∂u
∣∣∣∣
2
.
(12)
A minimum is obtained if ∂
2V
∂u∂u¯
>
∣∣∣∂2V∂u2 ∣∣∣, which gives
|λ− λ0| < g
6
(
∂2g−1
∂u∂u¯
− g
∣∣∣∣∂g−1∂u
∣∣∣∣
2
)
= rλ , (13)
where
λ0 =
g2
3
(
∂g−1
∂u
)2
− g
6
∂2g−1
∂u2
. (14)
The parameterization in terms of (κ, λ) is useful for the calculation and allows
to identify the region of the coupling for which u0 is metastable: it is a ball with
radius rλ centered in λ0 in the λ coordinate, and a point in the κ coordinate. But
on the other hand it is related to the physical couplings by a non-trivial expression
involving u0. We find useful to introduce the following parameterization. Dropping
an irrelevant constant in (7), and after an appropriate rescaling, the superpotential
can be written as
W = µ (u+ αu2 + βu3) , (15)
where
α =
κ− 3λu0
1− 2κu0 + 3λu20
, β =
λ
1− 2κu0 + 3λu20
. (16)
In the following we will denote as (α0, β0) the couplings corresponding to λ = λ0.
The condition to make u0 metastable is λ = λ0 + rλǫ, where ǫ is a complex number
with |ǫ| < 1. At the first order in δλ = λ − λ0, which turns out to be a good
approximation for the problem, this translates in
α = α0 + δα ǫ , δα =
3(u20κ− u0)rλ
(1− 2κu0 + 3λu20)2
, (17)
β = β0 + δβ ǫ , δβ =
(1− 2κu0)rλ
(1− 2κu0 + 3λu20)2
,
where the same complex |ǫ| < 1 must be chosen for both (α, β).
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The superpotential (15) also generates some extra supersymmetric vacua at the
roots of W ′(u) = 0 :
u± =
−α±
√
α2 − 3β
3β
. (18)
When the lifetime of the metastable vacuum is considered, also decays to these extra
supersymmetric vacua must be taken into account.
3 N = 2 Super Yang-Mills (Nf = 0).
In this case the Seiberg-Witten curve [7] is
y2 = (x2 − Λ4)(x− u) . (19)
The singularities on the moduli space, which correspond to supersymmetric vacua in
the perturbed theory, are at uM,D = ±Λ2. We set for simplicity the dynamical scale
Λ to 1.
The functions (aD, a) can be evaluated by integrating the Seiberg-Witten differ-
ential form on the appropriate cycles of the curve [7]. An explicit expression [18] in
terms of elliptic integrals is:
a(u) =
√
2(1 + u)
π
E
(
2
1 + u
)
, (20)
aD(u) =
2i
π
(
(1 + u)K
(
1− u
2
)
− 2E
(
1− u
2
))
.
The following conventions (including also Π(ν, k), which will be useful later) are used
in this paper:
K(k) =
∫ pi/2
0
dφ√
1− k sin2 φ
, E(k) =
∫ pi/2
0
√
1− k sin2 φ dφ , (21)
Π(ν, k) =
∫ pi/2
0
dφ
(1− ν sin2 φ)
√
1− k sin2 φ
.
By adding a superpotential W which is a cubic polynomial in u, one can generate
a metastable vacuum at almost every point u0 of the moduli space, with the exception
of the monopole and dyon singularities at uM,D. Using the general expressions in
section 2.1, the parameters α0,β0 can be evaluated as a function of the moduli u0.
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Figure 1: In the black curve, values of Re α0 (left) and Re β0 (right) are plotted for Nf = 0 are
as a function of Re u0, for Im u0 = 0 (Im α0, Im β0 = 0). These are the parameters which enter in
the superpotential (15). The curves corresponding to α0 ± δα and β0 ± δβ are also shown in blue.
The vertical lines correspond to the location of the supersymmetric vacua.
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Figure 2: Values of δα (left) and δβ (right) for Nf = 0, as a function of Re u0, for Im u0 = 0.
Note that both the functions approach to 0 nearby the supersymmetric vacua at u0 = ±Λ.
The result, for u0 on the real axis, is shown in figure 1. This agrees with the analytical
expressions for (κ, λ0, rλ) found in [12]. In agreement with [9, 11], in order to get a
metastable vacuum at the origin of the moduli space, we must choose
α = 0 , β ≈ 0.0417± 0.0087 . (22)
Both α0 and β0 are regular nearby the supersymmetric minima at uM,D. The
function (δα, δβ), which measure how much we can vary the parameters to keep u0
metastable, are shown in figure 2. Note that (δα, δβ) go both to zero in a linear way
as a function of (u− uM,D) when approaching the supersymmetric vacua uM,D.
The allowed region of parameters in order to generate a metastable vacuum on
the real u axis is shown in figure 3. The region where the metastable vacuum is
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Figure 3: Allowed values of (Re α,Re β) in order to get a metastable vacuum on the real axis of
u0 (Im α, Im β = 0) for Nf = 0. This correspond to a region between two lines that in the scale of
the picture are almost coincident. The big dots correspond to the limit u0 → uM,D, in which the
would be metastable vacuum does not exist because it coincides with a supersymmetric vacuum.
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Figure 4: Coordinates of the supersymmetric vacuum (Re u+, Imu+) as a function of the
metastable vacuum u0, which we take on the real axis. The big dots correspond to the super-
symmetric vacua uM,D; in the limit u0 → uM,D also u± → u0. Each arrow denotes the u+ vacuum
associated with (α0, β0) of the particular u0.
less fine-tuned is for u0 nearby the origin, which corresponds to the parameters in
Eq. (22).
Using the triangular approximation of [19], the tunneling rate of a metastable
vacuum to a supersymmetric vacuum is proportional to e−S, where
S ∝ (∆u/Λ)
4
∆V
, (23)
where ∆u is the distance between the supersymmetric and the the metastable vacua
and ∆V is their difference of potentials. In order to obtain a long-lived metastable
vacuum, the tunneling rate must be small. This can be achieved by choosing the over-
all constant µ in Eq. (15) enough small (because ∆V ∝ µ2Λ2 and ∆u is independent
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of µ). The tunneling rate must be checked for the decays to all the supersymmetric
vacua ususy = uM,D, u±. The vacua uM,D are independent from the deformation pa-
rameters; on the other hand the vacua u+ = u
∗
− are a function of (α, β) given by Eq.
(18). In figure 4 is it shown u+ as a function of u0; the only limit in which u+ and u0
are almost coincident is for u0 ≈ uM,D. We conclude that the only regime in which it
is problematic to achieve a long-lived metastable vacua is for u0 → uM,D, where uM,D
are the singularities of the moduli space, which correspond to the supersymmetric
vacua which do not depend on (α, β).
With an appropriate rescaling of Λ, the results of this section for the allowed
parameter space of (α, β) apply also to the case with Nf = 2 massless fundamentals;
this occurs because the structure of the singularities on the moduli space and the
Seiberg-Witten curves are the same.
4 Nf = 4 and N = 2∗ theories
As discussed in the introduction, there are no metastable states in conformal invariant
theories; in particular in the N = 2 theory with Nf = 2Nc massless fundamentals
and in the theory with N = 4 supersymmetries. This argument is no longer valid
in the presence of relevant or irrelevant operators. In this section we will discuss a
situation where both the types of operators are present 3.
In the conformal invariant cases the effective coupling τe is a constant as a function
of the moduli. In the Nc = 2 case, the functions (a, aD) are
a =
√
u
2
, aD = τea for Nf = 4, (24)
a =
√
2u , aD = τea for N = 4.
The moduli space metric is
d s2 = (Im τe) da da¯ =
1
8
(uu¯)−1/2 (Im τe) du du¯. (25)
From Eqs. (13) we find that rλ = 0, so it is impossible to stabilize any vacuum
with a superpotential of the form (15), which is just a function of u 4. Indeed, for
3In [20] it was found that the particularly interesting combinations of relevant operators in the
N = 4 theory all carry no anomalous dimensions.
4The following simpler proof of this statement was suggested to us by Zohar Komargodski.
If τe is constant, from Eq. (6) it follows that the potential is proportional to the modulus of a
holomorphic function and then no classical metastable state with mass gap can exist. There could
be in principle a pseudo-moduli, but it can be checked that it is not the case. This proof can be
extended also to the more general case with Nc > 2, deformed by W = TrΦ
k.
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the conformal invariant case the proof of [9] does not apply because the sectional
curvature of the moduli space is exactly zero. The situation changes completely
when we add finite masses for some of the hypermultiplets; then the proof in [9]
applies and it is possible to generate a metastable vacuum at almost every point of
the moduli space.
The expression for (a, aD) can be found by the Seiberg-Witten curve approach [8].
In the case of the massive Nf = 4 theory, with two massless squark hypermultiplet
(m1 = m2 = 0) and two massive ones with mass m3 = m4 = m/2 an explicit
expression in terms of elliptic integrals was found in [21] . Due to the fact that
the singularity structure is the same, identical expressions apply also for the N = 4
theory deformed by mass term m for the adjoint hypermultiplet (N = 2∗ theory),
modulo a trivial rescaling (aD, a)N=2∗ = (aD, 2 a)Nf=4. The underlying physics is
rather different; only even instanton corrections contribute in the Nf = 4 theory
while also odd instantons give a non-zero contribution in the N = 2∗ case.
In the Nf = 4 case there are some subtle points in the identification between the
UV coupling constant and the IR one which appear in the curve [22]. The coupling
τe which appear in the SW curve does not correspond with the SU(2) coupling
τUV = θYM/π + 8πi/g
2
YM of the ultraviolet theory. The expression relating these
quantities gets contributions from an infinite number of instantons [22]:
τe = τUV +
i
π
∑
n=0,2,4,...
anq
n
UV , (26)
where qUV = exp(iπτUV ). For the N = 2∗ theory instead τe = τUV = θY M/(2π) +
4πi/g2YM (note the factor of two in the conventions used for the two different cases).
Other subtleties arise both in the Nf = 4 and in the N = 2∗ theories in the
identification of the moduli space coordinate z that appears in the curve with the
operator u = Tr Φ2 of the ultraviolet theory. The expression relating this quantities
has the following form [22, 23]:
z = u
(
dτ
dτUV
)−1
+R
∑
n=0,2,4,...
αnq
n , R =
1
2
∑
i
m2i , (27)
where different coefficients αn are needed in the case of N = 2∗ and in the Nf = 4
case. This indicates that the operators zk that will be introduced in the effective
description below do not directly correspond to the operators (Tr Φ2)k in the UV
description but that an unknown non-trivial dictionary between the two quantities
is needed.
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Following [21], we introduce the parameter
u˜ = z +
1
8
m2E1(τe) , (28)
where E1 is a function that will be defined in the next paragraph. In this way the
parameter u˜ is identified with the physical parameter u = Tr Φ2 parameter under
the renormalization group flow from the Nf = 4 to the Nf = 2 theory (or from the
N = 4 to the Super-Yang-Mills Nf = 0). The variable u˜ then can be identified with
u at least in the decoupling limit m→∞, gYM → 0 with Λ ∝ me−1/g2Y M fixed.
The Seiberg-Witten curve [8] is:
y2 = 4(x− e1)(x− e2)(x− e3) , (29)
where
e1 = 0 , e3 = (E2(τe)− E1(τe))z + 1
4
m2(E22(τe)−E21(τe)) , (30)
e2 = (E3(τe)− E1(τe))z + 1
4
m2(E23(τe)− E21(τ)) .
The functions Ej(τe) are defined in term of standard θ1,2,3(τe) functions:
E1(τe) =
θ42 + θ
4
3
3
, E2(τe) = −θ
4
1 + θ
4
3
3
, E3(τe) =
θ41 − θ42
3
. (31)
The following three values of z correspond to singularities of the moduli space metric,
where extra massless (electric or magnetic) degrees of freedom are present:
zj =
m2
4
Ej(τe) , j = 1, 2, 3 . (32)
These values correspond to supersymmetric vacua; we denote the corresponding val-
ues of u˜ as (u˜s1, u˜s2, u˜s3).
It is useful to introduce the variables:
k2 =
e2 − e3
e1 − e3 , k
′2 = 1− k2 = e2 − e1
e3 − e1 . (33)
The general strategy is to reduce the computation of a, aD to the following three
elliptic integrals, which can be expressed in term of standard special functions:
Ij1 =
∮
γj
dx
y
, Ij2 =
∮
γj
x dx
y
, Ij3(c) =
∮
γj
dx
(x− c) y . (34)
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The explicit expressions [21, 24] are:
I11 =
2√
e1 − e3K(k
2) , I12 =
2√
e1 − e3 (e1K(k
2) + (e3 − e1)E(k2)) , (35)
I13 (c) =
2
(e1 − e3)3/2
(
1
1− c˜+ k′K(k
2) +
4k′
1 + k′
1
(1− c˜)2 − k′2Π
(
ν,
(
1− k′
1 + k′
)2))
where
c˜ =
c− e3
e1 − e3 , ν =
(
1− c˜+ k′
1− c˜− k′
)2(
1− k′
1 + k′
)2
,
and I2j can be obtained from I
1
j by exchanging e1 and e3 (this exchanges k and k
′).
The functions K,E,Π are standard elliptic integrals, defined with the conventions
in Eq. (21).
Then the explicit expression for (a, aD) can be evaluated, by integrating the SW
differential; the result is
a(z) =
√
2
π
(z − z1)
(
I11 −
m2
4
θ42θ
4
3 I
1
3
(
m2
4
θ42θ
4
3
))
, (36)
aD(z) =
√
2
π
(z − z1)
(
I21 −
m2
4
θ42θ
4
3 I
2
3
(
m2
4
θ42θ
4
3
))
.
The value of the low energy coupling τe is
τe =
d aD
da
=
I21
I11
. (37)
Using the general expression in section 2.1, we can now study the allowed region
of the parameters (α˜, β˜) in
W = µ(u˜+ α˜u˜2 + β˜u˜3)
in order to generate a metastable vacuum in u˜0. The variable u˜ can be identified
with u = TrΦ2 just in a decoupling limit where we recover the massless Nf = 2
case for the massive Nf = 4 theory and the Nf = 0 case for the N = 2∗ theory.
The full expression for u˜ as a function of u is unknown in both the cases. Plots for
the quantities (α˜0, β˜0, δα˜, δβ˜), for the value τ = 1.1i, are shown in figure 5, 6. The
allowed region of parameters in order to generate a metastable vacuum on the real
u˜0 axis is shown in figure 7.
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Figure 5: Left: Re α˜0, Right: Re β˜0 for u˜0 real (Im α˜0, Im β˜0 = 0) for Nf = 4 and τe = 1.1i (the
units are set by m = 1). The same plot applies to the N = 2∗ theory.
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Figure 6: Left: δα˜, Right: δβ˜ for u˜0 real (Nf = 4, τe = 1.1i and m = 1).
The tunneling rate can be estimated by Eq. (23). In order to check that the
metastable vacuum is long-lived, we must check the decays to all the supersymmetric
vacua u˜susy = u˜s1, u˜s2, u˜s3, u˜±. In figure 8 the supersymmetric vacuum u˜+ is shown
as a function of u˜0; u˜+ and u˜0 are almost coincident just for u˜0 → u˜s1, u˜s2, u˜s3. The
only limit in which it is problematic to achieve a long-lived metastable vacua is when
u˜0 is chosen very nearby to these values.
It is interesting that in the case with fundamental hypermultiplets it is possible
to obtain metastable vacua also in another limit. Let us start with N = 2 SU(Nc)
gauge theory with Nf = 2Nc fundamentals. In N = 1 language, the field content is
given by a vector superfield, and adjoint chiral superfield Φ, and Nf fundamentals
and anti-fundamentals Q and Q˜. The superpotential reads:
W =
∑
i=1...Nf
Q˜iΦQi . (38)
Let us then fix an integer N˜f with Nc < N˜f < 3/2Nc. The following mass terms are
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Figure 7: Allowed values of (Re α˜,Re β˜) in order to get a metastable vacuum on the real axis of
u˜0 (with Im α˜, Im β˜ = 0), for Nf = 4, τe = 1.1i, m = 1.
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Figure 8: Coordinates of the supersymmetric vacuum (Re u˜+, Im u˜+) as a function the metastable
vacuum u˜0, for Nf = 4, τe = 1.1i, m = 1.
then introduced in the superpotential:
∆W =MΦ2 +
∑
i=N˜f+1...Nf
MQQ˜ +
∑
i=1...N˜f
mQQ˜ . (39)
Then we consider the limit gYM → 0. In this limit, at the scale M some of the
fields of the theory decouple and do not contribute any more to the β function for
the gauge coupling. In the far infrared, the theory reduces to N = 1 SQCD with
dynamical scale Λ ≈ Me−1/g2Y M . The mass term m is then chosen in such a way
that m << Λ. We can now embed the ISS model [1] in the infrared of the theory.
The range Nc < N˜f < 3/2Nc is needed in order for the Seiberg dual to be in the
free magnetic phase. The mass term m is also needed in order to have metastable
supersymmetry breaking. This metastable vacuum is rather different from the ones
that are found on the Coulomb branch in the limit of small perturbation from the
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N = 2 limit. It is not known if these two kinds of vacua can be related by a
continuous change of the parameters.
5 An example with a conformal point: the Nf = 2
theory
In this section we discuss the case of Nf = 2 massive fundamentals, which is inter-
esting because for a critical value of the hypermultiplet mass (m1 = m2 = Λ/2) an
infrared Argyres-Douglas fixed point [16] exists.
The Seiberg-Witten curve [8] in this case is:
y2 = x2(x− u)− Λ
4
64
(x− u) + Λ
2
4
m1m2x− Λ
4
64
(m21 +m
2
2) . (40)
In this section we set m1 = m2 = m. The singular points of the moduli space of
vacua are at
us1 = −Λ
2
8
− Λm, us2 = −Λ
2
8
+ Λm, us3 = m
2 +
Λ2
8
. (41)
These values correspond to supersymmetric vacua.
The roots of the polynomial which defines the cubic are
e1 =
u
6
− Λ
2
16
+
1
2
√
u+
Λ2
8
+ Λm
√
u+
Λ2
8
− Λm, (42)
e2 = −u
3
+
Λ2
8
,
e3 =
u
6
− Λ
2
16
− 1
2
√
u+
Λ2
8
+ Λm
√
u+
Λ2
8
− Λm,
where a translation in such a way that
∑
i ei = 0 is done for convenience. We can
then define the expressions for Iji in the same way as for Nf = 4, using the new
ej given in Eq. (42) and k, k
′ defined as in Eq. (33) in term of the new ej . These
expressions are now function of the moduli space coordinate u instead that of z as
in the Nf = 4 case.
An explicit expression for (a, aD) was computed in [24]:
a =
√
2
4π
(
4
3
uI11 − 2I12 −
Λ2
2
m2I13
(
−Λ
2
8
− u
3
))
+
m√
2
, (43)
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Figure 9: Left: α0, Right: β0 on the real u0 axis for Nf = 2 and m = 0.05Λ. The units are fixed
by Λ = 1.
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Figure 10: Values of δα (left) and δβ (right) for Nf = 2 for m = 0.05Λ on the real u0 axis.
aD =
√
2
4π
(
4
3
uI21 − 2I22 −
Λ2
2
m2I23
(
−Λ
2
8
− u
3
))
.
Using the general expressions in section 2.1, we can then compute the allowed region
of the parameters (α, β). The values of (α0, β0, δα, δβ) in the case of m = 0.05Λ on
the real u0 axis are shown in figures 9 and 10. Similar plots for the critical mass
mc = 0.5Λ are shown in figure 11 and 12; the allowed region of parameters for the
two masses choices is shown in figure 13.
For generic m there are three singularities on the moduli space (see Eq. (41)); for
mc = Λ/2, two of these singularities collide and an Argyres-Douglas point appears
[16], corresponding to a non-trivial interacting conformal fixed point in the IR. The
AD fixed point is at uAD = 0.375Λ
2. For m > mc one of the singularities is at
weak coupling and corresponds to massless electric degrees of freedoms; the other
two singularities are in the strong coupling region and correspond to the massless
monopole and dyon points of the Nf = 0 case. For m < mc all the singularities are
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Figure 11: Left: α0, Right: β0 on the real u0 axis for Nf = 2 and m = mc = 0.5Λ (for this value
there is an Argyres-Douglas point). The AD fixed point is at uAD = 0.375Λ
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Figure 12: Values of δα (left) and δβ (right) for Nf = 2 for m = mc, on the real u0 axis.
at strong coupling.
The tunneling rate can be estimated by Eq. (23). The decays to all the su-
persymmetric vacua ususy = us1, us2, us3, u± must be checked to achieve a long-lived
vacuum. In figure 14 u+ is shown as a function of u0; u+ and u0 are almost coincident
just for u0 → us1, us2, us3. This is the only limit in which it is problematic to achieve
a long-lived metastable vacua.
It is possible to generate a local minimum nearby the Argyres-Douglas point,
but the allowed (δα, δβ) is rather small nearby this point. In the numerical example
that we considered, we obtain that δα, δβ ∝ (u0 − uAD)3. Nearby a non-conformal
supersymmetric vacuum instead we obtain that δα, δβ ∝ (u0 − ususy). Of course in
these limits the parameter µ must be very small in order to assure a long life to the
metastable vacua.
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Figure 13: Allowed values of (Re α,Re β) in order to get a metastable vacuum on the real axis
of u0 (with Im α, Im β = 0) for Nf = 2, with m = 0.05Λ (left) and m = mc = 0.5Λ (right).
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Figure 14: Coordinates of the supersymmetric vacuum (Re u+, Imu+) as a function of the
metastable vacuum u0 for Nf = 2, with m = 0.05Λ (left) and m = mc = 0.5Λ (right).
6 Comments on direct gauge mediation
Direct gauge mediation is a well studied topic in the framework of models which
exhibit spontaneous symmetry breaking (see for example [17, 3] for reviews). Many
models of direct gauge mediation based on generalizations of the O’Raifeartaigh
model have anomalously light gauginos in comparison to the sfermions, even in the
absence of an R-symmetry; as discussed in [25], the underlying reason for which
gaugino masses vanish at the leading-order in SUSY-breaking is due to the fact that
no unstable region exists in the pseudo-moduli space. Phenomenologically gauginos
whose mass scale is lighter than the electroweak scale are very likely ruled out; thus
sfermions need to be made rather heavy; this has his own aesthetic problems because
heavy sfermions induce a large correction to the Higgs mass and reintroduce the
hierarchy issue. This is a feature also of direct gauge mediation from the ISS model
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[1], because in this case the metastable vacuum is absolutely stable in the effective low
energy description (supersymmetry is restored just due to non-perturbative effects).
A possible way to avoid light gauginos is to consider uplifted vacua [26], which are
vacua of even higher energy compared to the lowest supersymmetry breaking vacuum;
in their presence an unstable region in pseudo-moduli space becomes allowed. It is
interesting that in the class of perturbed N = 2 theories discussed in this paper it is
also possible to obtain gaugino masses at the leading order in SUSY-breaking; this
is not in contradiction with [25], because the metastable vacua that we consider are
not absolutely stable in any low energy approximation (see also [27] for a discussion).
In the weakly coupled region the fields Q, Q˜ can be identified with the messengers.
For Nc = 2 the so called spurion of supersymmetry breaking corresponds to the
adjoint field Φ = a(u0) σ3, where σ3 is a Pauli matrix. If the squark masses are set
to zero, ordinary gauge mediation (OGM) is realized. If the squark masses are not
zero, the gauge mediation mechanism is in the more general class studied in [28]; the
gaugino and the sfermion masses are:
mλ =
αr
4π
ΛG , m
2
f˜
= 2Cf˜
(αr
4π
)2
Λ2S , (44)
where
ΛG = F
a (∂a(log detM)) , Λ2S =
1
2
|F a|2 ∂
2
∂a∂a¯
∑
i
(
log |Mi|2
)2
, (45)
and αr = g
2
F/(4π), where gF is the gauge coupling at the messenger scale and Cf˜ is
the quadratic Casimir of the representation of the sfermion f˜ .
Consider for example the case with Nc = Nf = 2 and with two identical masses
for the hypermultiplets m1 = m2 = m. Form = 0 the theory has an enhanced SO(4)
flavor global symmetry; form 6= 0 this symmetry is broken to SU(2)F×U(1)F , where
the U(1)F corresponds to a squark number. The BPS mass formula for a state with
electric and magnetic charge (ne, nm) and with U(1)F charge s is:
MBPS = |
√
2nmaD −
√
2nea + sm| . (46)
The U(1)F symmetry is gauged and coupled to a an external sector, with coupling
constant αr. The matrix M =
√
2 a(u0) σ3 + m is the messenger mass matrix. A
direct evaluation gives:
ΛG = F
a 4a
2a2 −m2 , Λ
2
S = |F a|2
4(2|a|2 + |m|2)
|2a2 −m2|2 . (47)
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In the m→ 0 limit, OGM is recovered; the effective number of messengers Neff is
Neff =
Λ2G
Λ2S
= 2 . (48)
This shows that the gauginos are not anomalously light in comparison to the sfermions
for the metastable vacua in the weakly coupled regime.
In the strongly coupled region of the moduli space the fields Q, Q˜ can not be
identified any more with the messengers; in this regime monopoles and dyons which
carry flavor quantum numbers become lighter than the squarks, which also can be-
come unstable particles due to the crossing of a curve of marginal stability. The
calculation of the gauge mediation masses in principle requires the calculation of the
current-current correlators of the global symmetries, in the formalism introduced in
[29]. An explicit expression for the gaugino masses at the leading order in SUSY-
breaking in perturbed N = 2 theories was found in [30], for generic Nf and Nc.
In this more general case the Coulomb branch can parameterized by Nc eigenvalues
ak, with the constraint
∑
ak = 0. In order to facilitate the computation of the
gaugino masses, in [30] the global symmetry U(1)F × SU(Nf ) is gauged by intro-
ducing a full N = 2 vector hypermultiplet; in this way the mass parameters ma of
the original SU(Nc) theory get identified with the adjoint scalar eigenvalues of the
N = 2 U(1)F × SU(Nf ) vector hypermultiplet. In the limit in which the spectator
U(1)F × SU(Nf ) gauge couplings are small, the gaugino mass matrix is
(mGGMλ )ab = g
2
F
i
8π
(F iFiab − (FijmFm)−1FaikFbjlF kF l) , (49)
where F(ak, ma) is the prepotential and F k is the F-term of the field ak. Subscripts
under F denote differentiations; the indices i, j, k, l,m correspond to the eigenvalues
Φi of the adjoint field, while the indices a, b correspond to the mass matrix eigenvalues
ma.
We can then apply Eq. (49) to the gauge mediation of the U(1)F symmetry of
the Nf = Nc = 2 theory; the mass of the gaugino then is
mGGMλ = g
2
F |F aA| , A =
i
8π
(
∂2aD
∂m2
−
(
∂τe
∂m
)2
∂a
∂τe
)
, (50)
where F a is the F-term for the field a:
F a =
1
Im τe
dW¯
du¯
du¯
da¯
. (51)
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Figure 15: The gaugino mass mGGMλ , as computed from the general gauge mediation expression
Eq. (50), is shown in the solid line in units of g2Fµ as a function of u0. The mass m
W
λ as computed
from Eq. (52) is shown in the dotted line; this is a good approximation in the semiclassical region of
the moduli space, for u0 → ±∞. The mass mDλ as computed from Eq. (53) is shown in the dashed
line; this gives a good approximation inside the marginal stability curve (uD < u0 < uM ). The
location of uD and uM is shown by the vertical lines.
In the following we will restrict to the case m = 0. In this case the structure of
the singularities is identical to the Nf = 0 case [8]. There is a dyon singularity at
uD = −Λ2/8; in correspondence of this vacuum two dyon states (which are SU(2)F
singlets) with electric and magnetic charges (ne, nm) = (1,−1) and with U(1)F charge
±1 become massless. There is a monopole singularity at uM = Λ2/8; for this value
an SU(2)F doublet of monopoles with nm = 1 and with zero U(1)F charge becomes
massless.
It is interesting to compare the exact expression in Eq. (50) with the semiclas-
sical formula Eq. (47), which takes into account just the contribution of the Q, Q˜
messengers:
mWλ =
g2F
8π2
∣∣∣∣F aa
∣∣∣∣ . (52)
In the neighborhood of the moduli space singularity at uD = −Λ2/8, another
approximation can be used; nearby this singularity, two dyons (with (ne, nm) =
(1,−1) and with global U(1)F charge ±1) become almost massless. In this limit
these dyons give the dominant contribution to the gauge mediation masses; the
expressions (44 ,45) can be used, by integrating in the messengers in the form of
dyon superfields D, D˜ 5, which couple to the adjoint field with the superpotential
5 A canonical Ka¨hler potential is used for the dyonic fields D, D˜. This is justified nearby the
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W˜ =
√
2(a+ aD)DD˜. The expression for the gaugino mass in this limit then is:
mDλ =
g2F
8π2
∣∣∣∣F a 1 + τea+ aD
∣∣∣∣ . (53)
The result of a numerical calculation for the theory with m = 0 is shown in
figure 15. For each point of the moduli space, the coefficients (α0, β0) are computed;
these coefficients specify the superpotential W used for each point in the moduli
space. Then the gaugino mass is calculated using Eq. (50), see the solid line in figure
15. In the weakly coupled region of the moduli space u0 → ±∞ the approximation
Eq. (52) can be used (see the dotted line in figure 15). The approximation in Eq.
(53) is plotted in the dashed curve; this gives a good approximation in the region
uD < u0 < uM .
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Figure 16: In the solid line, the absolute value of the coefficient A defined in Eq. (50) is shown
as a function of u0 in units of 1/Λ; it diverges for uD = −Λ2/8, where a dyon charged under U(1)F
becomes massless. In the dashed line, the absolute value of the F-term F a is shown in units of µΛ;
it is zero in correspondence of the supersymmetric vacua uM,D = ±Λ2/8. From this figure we can
check that in correspondence of uD there is a massless particle charged under U(1)F .
The gaugino mass is proportional to the product between the F-term and the
expression A, as defined in defined in Eq. (50). The F-term F a tends to zero as u
approaches the value of the supersymmetric vacua uM,D = ±Λ2/8 (see figure 16).
moduli space singularity uD, because in this region the dual gauge coupling is weak. In general, there
could be terms in the Ka¨hler potential which mix D, D˜ with u. These terms (whose form is much
restricted by N = 2 supersymmetry) could in principle induce a non-zero messenger supertrace
and make the calculation of the soft masses sensitive to physics at scales higher than the messenger
scale [31].
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The coefficient A tends to infinity for uD = −Λ2/8; this is due to the fact that in this
vacuum some particles charged under the global U(1)F symmetry become massless.
As shown in figure 15, Eq. (53) gives a rather good approximation for the gaugino
masses in all the strong coupling region with uD < u0 < uM . The reason for which
this formula works so well in this region of the moduli space is probably due to the
fact that we are inside of the marginal stability curve; in this region the only stable
BPS states are the monopole (which is uncharged under U(1)F ) and the (1,−1) dyons
[32]. The relevant gauge mediation physics is captured by the contribution of the
dyons, evaluated as at weak coupling. It is then natural to use this approximation
also for the sfermions masses, which are proportional to
Λ2S = 2|F a|2
|1 + τe|2
|a+ aD|2 =
Λ2G
2
. (54)
This is the same result as in the weakly coupled regime in Eq (48); this suggests that
the ordinary gauge mediation relation Neff = 2 is satisfied with good approximation
also in the strong coupling region uD < u0 < uM . The gaugino and the sfermions
masses are then of comparable order also in this regime.
7 Conclusions
In this note we studied the issue of metastable vacua in N = 2 theories perturbed
by the superpotential in Eq. (1). The allowed region of the parameters (α, β) in
order to obtain a metastable vacuum on the Coulomb branch was determined in
some examples with Nc = 2 and different matter content. A general feature in the
asymptotically free cases is that the parameters must be considerably fine-tuned for
large u0 >> Λ, while in the strongly coupled region a smaller degree of fine tuning
is needed. Another feature is that it is more difficult to generate metastable vacua
in the conformal setting; in order to achieve this in the Nf = 4 and in the N = 4
theories the conformal symmetry must be explicitly broken also by a mass term for
some of the hypermultiplets. Also, we find that it is hard to to achieve a metastable
vacuum nearby an infrared Argyres-Douglas conformal point; in the explicit example
that we studied we found that δα, δβ vanish as (u0 − uAD)3, which is stronger than
nearby the other supersymmetric vacua, where we find that δα, δβ vanish in a linear
way in (u0 − ususy).
Direct gauge mediation can be implemented with sizable gaugino masses already
at the leading order in SUSY breaking. In particular, in the case of zero hypermul-
tiplets masses, ordinary gauge mediation is realized.
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Appendix. The weakly coupled limit
For Nf = 0 . . . 3, in the weakly coupled region of the moduli space, u >> Λ
2, m2i ,
the form of (aD, a) is determined by the one-loop β function, which (setting Λ = 1)
leads to
a(u) ≈
√
u
2
, aD(u) ≈ i
4π
(4−Nf )
√
2u log u . (55)
The moduli space metric is
g =
4−Nf
16π
2 + log |u|
|u| . (56)
We can then write a compact expression the four functions (α0, β0, δα, δβ):
α0 = − 8 + 5 log |u0|
2
u0(44 + 15 log |u0|2) ≈ −
1
3u0
, (57)
β0 =
4 + 3 log |u0|2
3u20(44 + 15 log |u0|2)
≈ 1
15u20
,
δα = − 8(18 + 5 log |u0|
2)
u¯0(4 + log |u0|2)(44 + 15 log |u0|2)2 ≈ −
8
45u¯0(log |u0|2)2 ,
δβ =
16(10 + 3 log |u0|2)
3|u0|2(4 + log |u0|2)(44 + 15 log |u0|2)2 ≈
16
225|u0|2(log |u0|2)2 .
A general feature of the weakly-coupled region is that the perturbation parameters
(α, β) must be small and rather fine tuned (with β ≈ 3/5α2) in order to achieve
metastability.
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